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Topographic controls on the spatial distribution of
ground cover in the Tabernas badlands of SE Spain
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Abstract
The relationships between the spatial distribution of ground-cover and terrain attributes were
examined in the Tabernas badlands (SE Spain) in order to understand the terrain-dependent driving
forces of the spatially heterogeneous ground cover. Ground cover was mapped in the field and terrain
attributes were derived from a 1-m resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM). The association of
spatial distribution of the landforms resulting from a regionalisation (using a nonhierarchical
classification of the topographic overlays) and the ground-cover pattern was proved. From the
analysis of relationships between terrain attributes and proportional abundance of ground-cover
types, it was found that ground cover is arranged along topographic gradients: plant-covered surfaces
are more abundant on low slope angles, concave slopes, relatively large contributing areas and with
low length slope factor values. Unvegetated surfaces show contrary trends and lichens are associated
with intermediate conditions. Relationships with local terrain attributes, such as slope angle or
elevation, are more pronounced than those with terrain attributes related to sediment and water
transfer, such as contributing area, wetness index or length slope factor which could be explained by
the heterogeneity of runoff that is usually shorter than the hillslope length. The relationships
established between the spatial distribution of ground-cover types and terrain attributes provide the
basis for future development of a tool for mapping spatial distribution of ground cover in similar
areas from only topographic information.
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